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By burning 25% slower than the average of
the 15 other of the largest-selling brands tested
— CAMELS
— slower than any of them
give a smoking plus equal to

HATEVER price you pay per
pack for your smokes, Camels
give you more actual smoking pleasure
for your money. A prominent scientific

laboratory made impartial tests on 16
of the largest-selling cigarette brands.
Here are the results:

S

CAMELS were found to contain MORE
TOBACCO BY WEIGHT than the average for the 15 other of the largest-selling
brands.

CAMELS BURNED SLOWER THAN
ANY OTHER BRAND TESTED —
25% SLOWER THAN THE AVERAGE
TIME OF THE 15 OTHER OF THE
LARGEST-SELLING BRANDS! By burning 25% slower, on the average, Camels
give smokers the equivalent of 5 EXTRA

SMOKES PER PACK!
In the same tests, CAMELS HELD

THEIR ASH FAR LONGER than the
average time for all the other brands.

In Camel cigarettes you have a case
where choice quality and extra measure
go along together. Better smoking—and
more of it. Turn to Camels and enjoy to

the full those long-burning, costlier tobaccos—so mild and tasty!

MORE PLEASURE PER PUFF—
Copyright, 1939
R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, N. C.

MORE PUFFS PER PACK!

Penny for penny your best cigarette buy

LONG-BURNING COSTLIER YTOBACCOS
1-2265B
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LAUNDRY AND
HOSPITAL SUPPLIES
SOAP, SODA, STARCH,
BLUEING, PADDING

BAYHAWM’S INTRODUCE

Various kinds of Cotton and
Wood Materials, Etc.
Established Forty Years Ago

The FANSHER Bros. Co.
118 W. Court St.

DAYTON

FOR SHOE REPAIR

With

SPEED PLUS
SATISFACTION
It’s

Modern Shoe Repair
Shop
1214 BROWN STREET

E
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L. M. PRINCE CO.

$8.75 and $10
en

As Featured

BELDEN

Opticians

In Saturday

$5 and $6.50

Evening Post

A Roomy Norwegian Front

Styled for Street or Stadium
“Gib”

Around the corner from the school

Fitzpatrick,

117 South Ludlow

DAYTON,

OHIO

Bayham’s popu-

lar U. of D. representative, is in the
store every Saturday.

BAYNHAM’S

Printed by

THE BERINGER
PRINTING CO.

MAIN AT FIRST

124 East Third Street
DAYTON, OHIO
Incorporated
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THE M. HOMMEL WINE COMPANY
SANDUSKY, OHIO

CHAMPAGNES AND SPARKLING BURGUNDYS
Guaranteed Naturally Fermented in the Bottle
A FULL LINE OF SWEET AND DRY WINES
The Most Complete List of Rare Varieties in America. Sold Everywhere
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The Trojan Horse of “Democracy”
® By Karl Schreiber
At no other period in the history of this,
our earth, have the insidious forces of
falsehood and deceit been so efficiently
marshalled against everything we hold
fine and decent. And what can be done
about it? The answer lies here.

T HE last five years have seen the emergence of a vastly increased political con-

sciousness in the American public. Where formerly the average citizen took the form of his
government for granted, today the word “democracy” is on everyone’s tongue. If we are to

judge by the plaudits of editors and the praises
of politicians, the magic key to the fuller life
and a multitude of miscellaneous benefits—is
Democracy. All we apparently have to do is
cross our fingers, close our eyes and follow the
meanderings of this new sacred cow to its pasturage in Liberty’s sanctuary.
The real truth of the matter is that a comparatively small group of radical intellectuals
have pounced upon this word; they have twisted it until it has lost all semblance of its original meaning, thrown in a dash of patriotic
appeal, and are palming off the resulting incongruous catch-all as the newly discovered
political password to a fantastic future millenium. This distortion and the clouded indefinite
meaning which has come to be attached to this
concept have led to a state whereby such idealistically differentiated men as President Roosevelt, DuPont, John L. Lewis and Earl Browder
can all speak of “saving Democracy” and have
their respective audiences cheer themselves
hoarse. The height of the ridiculous was

Rights: ‘None dares question the fact that our
Constitution is the most democratic in the
world.”
Popularizing this ideal has led to some ludicrous results. Some years ago there was considerable ado about the debasement of science

in Russia, since it was dependent upon an ideology which necessarily could not place credence
in its findings if they were contrary to the cur-

rent dogma. Germany, too, came in for her
share of criticism, and the swift decline of her
scientific leadership was predicted since it was
subject to another ideology—Nazism. But all
this was just so much water under the bridge
to an adjunct of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science (the Association
of Scientific Workers) when they ‘organized a

new society to help save Democracy’’.*
Every new reform now counts as one of its
treasured possessions the solemn declaration
that it is democratic—whatever this means.
Contemporary biographers now judge a statesman’s usefulness to his country by his contribution to the “‘Democratic Tradition’. Educators
are only competent if they are fully aware of
their responsibility to Democracy. The history
of our country has been rewritten to conform
to this same Moloch—inspiring such misnomers
as the Abraham Lincoln Battalion fighting for
the greatest honor and glory of the Third International in Spain. The feelings of the electorate, incensed by the latest political steal, are
now assuaged by the pious rejoinder that the

act was done in the light of the best ‘“‘Jeffersonian Tradition’. If the trend toward the in-

reached when Stalin uttered this classic at the
inauguration

of

Russia’s

new

quasi-Bill-of-

*Cleveland Plain Dealer, December 31, 1938.
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They have succeeded in duping a

large number of gullible, yet on the whole wellintentioned people, into following the Pied
Piper of Democracy to a tune set by the Comintern. Typical of the minor-league assistance
which these radicals have enlisted is Dorothy

Thompson, whose column, when speaking of

lows: “No country with such economic power

can avoid international political responsibilities.” This particular bit of blindness was so
dangerous that it prompted America’s foremost
historian, Charles A. Beard, to write an article,
“We’re Blundering Into War,’’§ in which he
pointed out that such an attitude, typical of our
new totalitarian Liberals, was about as easy a
way of becoming entangled in another European war as any that could be found.
Radicals have succeeded in misleading popular opinion into the belief that the world can

be conveniently divided up into two political
camps—Democratic and Dictatorial. The interpretation of recent European crises offered by
crusading columnists, propagandists and radio
commentators follows this line of thought.
Such a treatment, characteristic of the justask-me-I’ve-got-the-answer type of reporting is
shown by a quotation clipped from The Dayton |
Herald of October 19, 1938, concerning H. V.
Kaltenborn, whose hysterical rantings were

accepted at their face value by an anxious public in the Austro-German anschluss:
The past summer he did not spend abroad but travelled extensively in this country in the belief that
because of the ruthless censorship in the dictatored
countries of Europe he could gain more information
on happenings abroad right here at home, where he
found the people better informed on what was going
on across the water than the inhabitants themselves.

It was to such a type of reporter that the
American public was supposed to rally around
when he said, “Already a hysterical Hitler
leers across the Atlantic ... We alone are still
free to resist the world’s strongest, most brutal
and most ruthless dictatorship. I beg all my

fellow Americans to heed Van Loon’s appeal
(In the book “‘Our Battle’’) before it is too late.
Here is a clarion call to America to awake, to
rearm, and to resist.”’
Such “interpreters” solemnly make use of this
handy devil-angel classification of nations—it
is so much easier to judge the ethics of the latest ‘““News of the hour on the hour’’ by this con-

venient short-circuited logic than it is to dig
deep into the roots of the problem. The danger

in all this misinformation is its corollary, name-

the riches of this country, enlightens us as fol-

ly, since America is on the side of the angels
she must actively prosecute her position as “the

+Many more of these same meaningless generalities have
been exposed by Stuart Chase.

leading exponent of Democracy in the Western

¢§The American Mercury, April, 1939.
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Hemisphere’’—if need be, by force of arms.

this upon the word of our American Comrades
sworn upon a stack of Marxist Bibles.

The peace-loving nature of our great Demo-

crats is shown when they wind up their lecture
of pious platitudes and show their true colors.

The fact of the matter is that those ideals

Dr. Thomas Mann, self-exiled German author,
in a speech at Rutgers University preceding his
acceptance of an honorary degree of Doctor of
Letters, contributed this little crumb to the
Dove of Peace:

and aims of the Red’s foreign policy, which
they have failed to put across since their party’s
inception in this country, are now being swal-

lowed by us as chocolate-covered pills of Democracy.

“Once a revolution, democracy is today the greatest
conservative force on earth (sic) . .. But if it will
win, it cannot merely be; it must give battle...A
militant democracy is the need of the day. Its victory
will not be paid for too early with the sacrifice of an

This entire unfortunate state of affairs is recognized by the discerning editor of the ‘‘Living

Age,’ when he editorializes:

exaggerated humanitarian theory, even of tolerance.”
“The use of the term ‘democracy’ becomes increasingly ironical in relation to European countries... it
becomes increasingly apparent that whatever else
may be in the minds of those leaders theoretically

If there is any further doubt of the direction
in which these “Apostles of Peace” would lead
us, let it be dissolved by this quotation from

opposed to the Rome-Berlin ideologies, the preservation of democracy is not a major item ... it is definitely our business to examine closely and carefully
when we are asked to lend support to England or
Russia or France, or any other European country
under the pretext of helping democracy in its struggle against dictatorships. In Europe today ‘democracy’ is a phrase, not a fact. Unfortunately, it is a
phrase that sometimes too easily strikes a sympathetic chord in Americans, and wishfully we support
in others what is in reality only a reflection of our
own desires.”

Hendrik van Loon, in his book “Our Battle’:
“Speaking of Spain brings up the question: Should
the U. S. ever take a direct and active part in European affairs? ...As I have probably made entirely
clear by now, I feel convinced that our own democracy, if it wants to save itself and retain its selfrespect, will soon have to prepare for a costly and
long-drawn-out battle with the autocracies of Europe
. . . There can be no compromise between our own
ideas concerning the Good Life and those of Adolph
Hitler. There can be no spiritual peace between the

Today the average American is the target of
the greatest barrage of propaganda since the
World War. As a result we are drifting slowly
but surely into the open arms of the pseudodemocracies, England and France forming with
them an alliance against their enemies, the
totalitarian nations. Let us realize that such a
course gains nothing and imperils our greatest
possession—the peace and security of our country.

citizens of the United States of America and the subjects of the Fuehrer of the Third Reich. There can
only be war until one of us or the other suffers
defeat.”

In following this campaign, the fact that the
U.S. would automatically align herself against
Germany and Italy, the avowed enemies of
England and France, is a matter of soulful un-

concern to these latter countries—we may take

MOCKERY
Play, Band, play!
Play my heart away.
Blare and clash...
Cut and gash
With your merry martial tune.
Play, Band, play!
Play my heart away.

Chorus repeat...
Bruise and beat

Till my soul from body’s hewn.
—PAUL ELSNER.
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Love And Lollipops
® By Ernest Sharpe

Place and Characters: The ‘‘Drop-Inn”’ cafeteria and candy store operated by Patric
Raileins, young, handsome, ambitious, politely

Cartwright: That’s

excellent and—ah—no

doubt, you are prospering, going right along,
making your fortune, what, what!

progressive and madly in love with—Ann Gladstone, teacher of the second grade in Public

Patric: Well—

School No. 418, which school is located directly
across from the ‘‘Drop-Inn” and under the very

Cartwright: I knew it! You can’t keep a

able direction of middle-aged, unmarried—Mr.
C. V. Cartwright, who has rather definite ideas

good man down! I’m glad you are doing so
well—especially since I feel myself responsible

about Miss Gladstone’s future, also. She has
been rather cold, apparently, toward both, however, being intensely in love with—her work.

for much of your success—yes, responsible, as
it were!
Patric (indignant): Well, now!

Time: Early afternoon in March, this year.
Scene: As the curtain rises, we see (if we
are looking) the interior of Patric Railein’s
candy store and it is like most all other candy
stores. It has counters and cases and cardboard
signs and a general air of crowded coziness. Behind the cases at the rear of the store, Patric is
busily engaged in replenishing the supply of
“Grandma’s Fudgey-Wudgeys,” which, to all
outward appearances, are horribly large blocks
of dun-colored ectoplasm but which the school

Cartwright: Really, now, Mr. Raileins, you
must admit that most of your business comes
from my children and since I am—ahem—the
principal, I could—ahem—easily direct the
children to deal with some other store—very
easily, yes, very easily!
Patric (distressed): But Mr. Cartwright, the
children are satisfied, I treat them fairly and

besides (proudly) I have the exclusive agency
for “Grandma’s Fudgey Wudgeys!”’

children consume in large quantities. There
being a rather large profit in the “Fudgeys,”
Patric is especially anxious to fill the case before the school releases its hordes of candycraving children. So intent is he on this that he
fails to notice the entrance of a rather pompous
middle-aged gentleman who shuffles briskly up
to the counter and bellows—

Cartwright: That does not concern me in

the least—I merely wish to point out that I am
doing you a very great favor by allowing my
pupils to trade with you.
Patric: But Mr. Cartwright, what are you
telling me this for? There isn’t anything wrong,
is there?

Pompous Person: Ah!

Cartwright: Well, yes and no—vwell, yes,

over the counter at the intruder. His eyes light

that is. For some time, now, I have been noticing
an unmistakable interest on your part in one
of our young teachers—a Miss Gladstone, to be

up

specific, whom I believe you know, in fact, I

Patric: Hey, don’t do that! You made me
drop a “Fudgey.”’ (He straightens and peers
with

recognition

and

he

says,

not

too

heartily—)
Patric: Oh, hello! Mr. Cartwright. What can
I do for you?

Cartwright: Ah—Mr. Raileins, how has busi-

know you know! That is just the point, you
mustn’t! Know her, that is. And I am determined to see that you do not. If you persist in
your attentions, I shall be forced to advise my
children to patronize Mr. Savonella, the green
grocer.

ness been of late? Fine, I hope?
Patric: Why—why—why—Well! So! Oh!
Patric: Well—
Cartwright: Precisely.
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Patric: But—but, you can’t do that!

Patric: ’Ullo.

Cartwright: Ah, but I can! And I shall unless you forget that Miss Gladstone exists.

Ann: Oh, hello there Mr. Raileins. How are
you?

Patric (drawing himself up proudly): Sir! I
am a merchant, yes! I am an entrepeneur for

Patric: Oh, all right, I guess, all right, I
guess.

Grandma’s Fudgeys, yes! But I am a man—a

man who loves Ann Gladstone with every fibre
of his being—I love her and some day she will
learn to love me! Nothing, fire nor water nor

Ann: Aren’t you sure?

cannon shall keep me from—

Patric: Well, no—ah—yes—well,
never gave it much thought, I guess.

I

just

Cartwright (disgusted): Oh, twaddle—tish,
Raileins! Stop that gibbering! The matter is

Ann: You say “I guess” an awful lot, don’t
you?

plain enough. Do as I say or suffer the consequences!

Patric: I guess I do—

Patric (outraged) : See here, Mr. Cartwright!
I’ve had about enough of this—now you get out
of here, you—you would-be Casanova, you
seeker after the destruction of young love’s

Ann (finishing for him): I guess!

dream, you—you pie-faced principal, you! I
know what’s the matter with you—you love
Ann yourself, you, you—

(They both laugh at this and then for some
time walk along in silence. Taking his heart in

both hands, Patric decides to break the ice and
begins, diplomatically—
Patric: How has everything been in your

Cartwright: You may rave on, my fuzzyfaced peddler, but remember this—as long as

class lately?

I am head of Public School No. 413, not another
child shall enter this store.
Goodbye, Mr.
Raileins!

Ann: Oh, fine! Why just today, little Jimmy
Hanover said—
Patric (moodily): Oh! did he? Well—ah—

(Going to the door, the principal flings it
open dramatically, and steps forth into the

I see. (He had been hoping that she was dissatisfied with the whole teaching profession.)

afternoon—or rather, starts to—for just as he
opens the door, a mass of candy-crazed children
surge in and over him, engulfing the dazed
director like a tidal wave. The store is a
chaotic bedlam of screaming offspring each of
whom is shouting shrilly for the ever-popular
“Fudgeys.” Hastily extricating himself from
beneath the left heel of an excited third grader,
the mere shell of what had been Mr. Cartwright

Ann (looking
Wasn’t it clever!

at

him,

strangely):

Yes!

Patric: Oh, yes! But look, Ann. I may call
you Ann, mayn’t I? (Ann nods and smiles
briefly). Don’t you ever get tired of teaching
day in and day out and day in and day out
and—

stumbles hastily toward the outside world. He
is broken in body and spirit.)
Act I—Scene II.
It is later on the same afternoon and Patric is

just closing up shop, preparatory to walking
home. He locks the front door and starts off
listlessly down the street. Suddenly, he notices
a feminine figure just ahead of him. It is Ann
Gladstone. Breaking into a run, Patric overtakes

her and breathlessly gasps—

Ann: Oh no! It is the most interesting work
in the world! There is a great future to it, too.
Why some of our Presidents have been teachers! You see, I will be teaching the third grade
next year and the fourth the next until, finally,

I will be a college professor!
Patric: Oh!

Ann: Yes, and then by the time I am fifty
years old, why—
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Patric (mournfully): I will have been dead

just twenty-four years!

Patric: Absolutely, positively, undoubtedly,
undeniably—we will be happy—I guess.
THE CURTAIN COMES DOWN

Ann: Why, Patric, what are you talking
about! You aren’t going to die so soon!

=z

Patric (desperately): Oh yes, I will! If you
don’t quit teaching and marry me, there just

isn’t any use for me to live any more! Ann, I

love you more than anything else in the world

—even more than my exclusive agency for
“Fudgey Wudgeys’—and
longer without you!

I

can’t

live

any

Ann (wonderstruck): Why, Patric, are you
proposing?
Patric: Well, yes, in a way, I guess.
Ann: Oh, Patric, do you really want me to
marry you?

Patric: Yes, yes, by all means, I mean to
say, yes!

Ann: I will! Oh Patric, I will!
(Impulsively, she throws her arms around
Patric’s neck and for several minutes, they are

disinterested in idle chatter—the audience
watches approvingly.) Finally —

cs

*

Just as the audience rises to leave, the janitor
of the threatre enters from left and, standing
with his back to the curtain, begins nervously—

Janitor: Uh, pardon me, folks—I just want
to tell you that the feller who wrote this play
forgot to say what happened to this here Mr.
Cartwright. Well, since I live over that way, I

kinda

figured that maybe you would like to

have me tell the rest of the story. (He waits to
be coaxed to continue but no one will so he
stops waiting). Well, this Cartwright feller
calls an assembly-like in the auditoryum the
next day after he was kinda roughed-up by the
kids and he gets up at this meeting to tell
everybody to stop buying anymore of those
“Fudgey” things. But just as he starts to speak,

Miss Gladstone calls him off the stage to tell
him she is leaving right away to get married to
Patric and go on their honeymoon. Well, so
help me, you could have knocked him over with

a black-jack; he just stood there and looked
sick. And then you know what he does! (Waits
for someone to guess). Well, he goes out on the
stage and tells the kids that he is starting a

Patric: But, but what about your career? I
thought that—

contest to see which one of them could save the
most wrappers from ‘“Grandma’s Fudgey
Wudgeys!”’ Don’t that just go to show you,

Ann: Oh no! I don’t want to be a teacher;
ever since I came to Public School No. 413, I
have wanted only to be Mrs. Patric Raileins.

though! But, now, I hadalittle story of my
own, I would like to tell you—it seems there
were two Irishmen and one of them was called

—(The folds of the curtain billow outward and
Patric: Oh darling, this is the happiest mo-

ment of my life!

engulf the unsuspecting janitor, bringing a sud-

den end to what might have been a very interesting little monologue.

Ann (sighing dreamily) : We will be so happy
together, won’t we?
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(WALK—DO NOT RUN)

Tent 41 And Hill Too
@ By “Certain People”
This ghastly mass of daily doings staring
up at you is the result of an unholy

alliance formed by “certain people’—
these being Larry Fink, Charlie Borns,

Georgie Humm, Jackie Stolz and Billy
Hill. After spending six weeks at Fort
Knox, summer school for the military
minded, the boys came dragging home,
full of memories, blackberries, buckshot
and literary ambition. While they don’t
dish out any dirt, the collaborators certainly do stir up quite a bit of Kentucky’s dust. Read, soldier, read!

Sun., June 18.
Trudging wearily along the road between
Covington and Louisville we find Charlie and
George the sudden recipients of a ride...

“Your top blanket should cover the head of
your bed” .. . Just the beginning of that
famous “efficiency” we’ve been hearing so

much about... Rifle marksmanship .. . hot
... mail time... Humm is still waiting... no
work for the rest of the day ... Bull session as
to why the major should be shot...
“Mother” Lemming and “Glad Hand” Forsthoff are the exceptions .. . Larry, George and
Hank took in a movie—‘“Yes, My Darling
Daughter.”
Thurs., June 22.

Rifle marksmanship practice in hot sun for
four hours . . . assembly under Major Ran-

dolph’s ‘‘tree” ... Randy sounds off with a

ested in the salesman’s conversation . . . they
wound up in Lexington .. . Jack took the more
prosaic way out ...came down in the “town
car.”

good one when fellows question him on the
overnight hike still five weeks off... ‘‘March
seven miles to camp, maneuver, march back—
we may be the infantry but there’s no use in
running it into the ground”... Battalion parade
review rained out...reminds us of UD... The

Mon., June 19.
Larry had to keep a date with Rita Saturday
nite .. . hit Louisville in time to meet the rest

D—m majors watch the rain come, wait till we
get soaked ... then call the whole works off
... Army discipline this time .. . “Shadetree”’
Randy splits his trousers demonstrating prone

George fell asleep and Charlie was more inter-

of the gang at the Y. M. C. A.... From there
we embarked for Knox... Rain...mud...and

the army trucks to jolt us on our way to the
ROTC Camp ... Registration . . . issuing of
uniforms ... bedding ... physical exam...

more rain... supper... and the UD dining

from standing ... Reason . . . Besuden from
O. U. didn’t study assignment and the major
took over with the above result.

Sat., June 24.

hall training finally pays dividends .. . Tough

300 yard range today ... Scores of T-41

on the Howe boys who had the questionable

weren’t so hot . .. Humm and Borns ’way
down... Fink and Stolz up... Hill and Stolz

honor to “dine” with us... they’ll learn.

narrowly escape serious injury when their truck
Tues., June 20.
Reveille ... at 5:30 A. M.... roll call 15
minutes later ... breakfast at six ... Fall in

... sizing up...new tent mates... fall out...
Rifles issued, cleaned . . . lecture by Major
Randolph on camp life . . . Lunch, and the
Howe boys catching on... Hill the first one to
get mail from his O. A. O....Humm waits
patiently ... rain again, leaving us free for the

was hit from behind . . . Hill gets his long,
long awaited letter from his O. A. O. and was
HE thrilled! ... Boy! ... Spent an hour in
answering it ... Tonight the big dance in
Louisville for the ROTC... 250 gals all ready
to serve their country ... Fink only one in our
gang going, just a Cassanova.
Sun., June 25.

rest of the day ... The PX where everybody

Up at-5:30..... To ehtirch.at 6:15... . Knox

meets everybody else and the beer flows freely
... Night and we go to bed early . . . Lights
out at 10.

has but one chapel, and all religious creeds use

Wed, June 21.
Tent inspection by Major Randolph leaving
everyone in a disagreeable frame of mind...

the building for services ... The general public
would appreciate this church .. . collections

only once a month .... Humm was on K. P.
and reported late, saved by Major Keltner, a
real pal... Two small initials describe the dePage nine

tail on paper, but God knows the actual effect
on the physical structure of man... P. S.
Humm lived through it, no cut-rate on his part!
... Sunday actually turned out to be a day of

rest ... Hill and Fink were challenged by the
MP’s three times on their hike to town... The
final round almost landing them in the guard

... Shoot all day ...the pits... back to camp
. another example of army efficiency, as
illustrated by the “battalion” of majors...
inspection.

Fri., June 30.

house ... Hill arrived at camp (bed check at

Payday ... pleasure to get up at five this
morning ... We finish firing for record...

11) and found his bed occupied by the well
known “oscar”... (q. v. Doc Molz).

Jack and Larry miss qualifying for sharpshooter by one point . . . Checks cover travel

Mon., June 26.
Bugle at five ... breakfast at 5:30... on
the range at 6:30 ...In the afternoon the T-41
boys fired on the range taking the consolation

prize without the usual pressure . . . Stolz was
high man with a perfect 13 out of 25... Carrigan remained in his super class by firing with
perfect form a neat 0... The Business world
works with efficiency experts ... the army
works with Majors ... Fort Knox has enough
trucks to move an army, but not enough to
transport the 8rd Platoon, Co. A... Inspection

of rifles, mess equipment, etc., was scheduled
at 5:15... Humm received his usual perfect

record

Attention ifuture ROTC men:

Humm’s general information book, price (and
this is cheap) 25 cents, explains method to

pay and two weeks at camp—at 70 cents a day!
Checks didn’t stay in the same pockets for long.
Sun., July 2.
Charlie, Vance and Larry hitch back to camp
. rifle cleaning again . . . turn seamstress
and sew on patches. . . Everybody in bed by
9:30.
Mon., July 3.
Everybody sore because we didn’t get off
today ... Took up extended order drill...

Borns and Stolz as scouts find blackberry patch
.. . Signal enemy in sight to squad... take
cover and proceed to sample berries . . . Rest
of afternoon spent in rear guard formations
... finally reach camp and begin the army’s
favorite pastime—cleaning rifles.

clean rifle without the use of the required

implements ... Changing our usual slap-happy
mood, we find that this day has been the most
trying and tiring 24 hours... We believe that
this is due to the fact that (Major?) J. Lemming is acting as platoon leader.
Tues., June 27.

Only 40 minutes behind schedule by the time
we hit the range, which showed a decided improvement in that much touted “‘army efficiency”

... We started firing on “jawbone” records
(practice firing under actual record conditions)
Mueller from Dayton led the UD boys pulling
down a 48 out of a possible 50 from ‘“‘prone to
prone”... Spent the afternoon in camp prac-

ticing for rapid fire . . . Seems as though the

Tues., July 4.
A free day for a change... Sleep, beautiful

sleep . . . No work ... no inspections...
Brazilian chief of staff visits camp... 10th and
13th Mechanized Cavalry put on review ...
lines of tanks ... combat cars... trucks...
All in all 17 miles in length .. . Humm plays
golf at long last.

Wed., July 5.
Back to work... breakfast and entrain for
the range... Fire squad problem in the morning... Half hour rest after dinner and back
to work ... Section problem in the afternoon
... and it’s still going up (the heat) ... cleaning rifles is beginning to be a mechanical pro-

army doesn’t believe in celebrating the Glori-

cess, but the inspections aren’t ... Good old

ous Fourth ... Company A (with U. D. well

Randy ... on the warpath .. . tough on those

represented in Winklejohn, Reidel, Thomas,
Furst and Stapenhorst) won its fourth softball
game today ... The lineup for mess was enough
to give platoon leader ‘Mother’ Lemming

with “yellow jaundice” (rifle bores with filings
in them).

gray hair.
Wed., June 28.
Back again ...no news is good news...
same old thing ...up at 5... out to the range
Page ten

Thurs., July 6.

Out to the MG range... Fire Auto rifle...
Wow... here comes the rain . . . looks more
like fog coming down so heavily . . .raincoats
not much help . . . Eat our mess in the rain
which actually was a “‘mess” ... We finish

firing . . . 8rd platoon detailed to cleaning

A. R.’s ... Randy dons his “magnifying”
glasses for inspection ... Comes to Reed (Howe
MI) takes a good squint and with a scowl,
says, “This D—n rifle hasn’t been cleaned.”
—“It has too, Major.”—‘‘Remain in camp over
the weekend.”—‘“And does that include the
Mammoth Cave trip, sir?’—‘“‘That includes the

Mammoth Cave trip and every other D—n
trip.” ... Major believes that Black’s (O. U.)

moustache raising isn’t very successful ...
suggests that he spend a little more time on his
rifle and less time on the moustache.

scouting and patrolling ... During the daytime
it was a job to keep from scratching your face
... now you have to worry about runnnig into
trees .. . Reminds us of our cops and robber
days ... or cowboys and Indians... with the
Majors acting as assistant scoutmasters!

Fri., July 14.
3rd platoon sent out on all day problem of
rifle squad and section in the attack ... At
conclusion of each problem free for all ensued

as to who “got’? who... “Boys” like Furst,
Glick and Barret usually won out ... Might

makes right or somethin’... Scharf, with his

Sat., July 8.
Day begins early for Borns ... On guard
duty from 12 to 2... spend day in loafing.

Sun., July 9.
Borns and Stape return from Dayton and
miss bed: check . . . Mary Lou comes to camp

to see her Billy . . . Larry’s parents and Rita
come down to see the layout.
Tues., July 11.
Dust .. . covered with dust ... running all

blue denim shirt, was “shot” so many times that

Randy thought he was seeing a ghost.
Sat., July 15.
Rifle inspection spelled Waterloo for Murphy, Hill and Humm of Dayton and for four

of our Howe friends . . . Baker expressed his
vocabulary on Randy . .. Made two extra trips
to the Major’s tent . . . Rain interfered with

pistol marksmanship in AM ... Fink platoon
sergeant next week... he’ll get his... Stolz

over the hills looking for the 2nd section, our
enemy ... being captured by an over ambitious
sentry squad ... Gas masks issued for gas drill

is Supply Sergeant . . . looks as if Humm will

pitched in gas covered area... work continued
until command Remove Masks was given...

Sun., July 16.
Chicken for dinner ... ala Dayton... Hill
and a few of the boys hit out for Crystal Lake
—what a mudhole ... and it’s called the

in PM .... Full pack with masks... tent

Sweaty afternoon . . . dust ankle deep...
Boxing and wrestling matches staged under
lights ... No Dayton entries... Tony acts as

announcer.

Wed., July 12.
Neat exhibition by a Company of engineers
on pontoon bridge building . . . Ride 10 miles

to Salt river .. . ferried across “river” in assault boats to protect opposite shore for bridge
contruction ... We make ourselves comfortable

get his ‘‘missing’”’ raincoat.

“Garden Spot of Kentucky”... Met six belles
from Hardensburgh .. . danced to recordings
. . . then to show them the UD style, invited
themselves to lunch.

Tues., July 18.
Old Sarge Fink is definitely a gentleman of
the first order . . . Resorting to some of the
“psychology”? he learned from Professor Gib-

for two hours... We demonstrate practicability
of the bridge by recrossing over same... Back

son, he threw away his whistle and went on a
personal reconaissance tour awakening the fel-

to camp.

lows with a gentle shake of the shoulder, inquiring if they cared to get up... Murphy took
him at his word and remained in bed.

Thurs., July 13.
Went out north-west of the airport today on

a “platoon as flank guard” maneuver...

Reidel, acting as one flank guard, sampled the
apples in the CG’s orchard .. . Flank guard

‘flanked” the blackberry

bushes

leaving

a

rather sorry looking patrol ... . Free afternoon

. . . Catch announced . . . Night problem in

Wed., July 19.
“This morning we got a big surprise... an
improved ‘‘mess” ... Reason? ... could it be

that quick “bull” session with the Major last
night? ... A sudden downpour brought us back
to the tents, which we attempted to hold down
(Continued on page sixteen)
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Unaccustomed as | Am:
More than likely, there is a standard procedure for a case of this sort or at least a vague
outline to be followed but if there is, I have
been unable to unearth it. It seems as though
someone—sometime—would have prepared a
book of first-issue editorials for amateur editors; it seems almost as if it should be a duty

of the Federal government to supply such mate-

rial. Still, nothing has been done, at this writing,
to alleviate the indescribable suffering of “that
new somebody-or-other” who has assumed
charge of a magazine for the first time. The
heartless theory of rugged individualism holds
in this just as it does in most other things. And
perhaps it is for the best. Time alone has the
answer.

For the present, however, we may as well
blunder along in our own bewildered way,
trusting in Divine Providence and the counsel
of predecessors to carry us over the hurdles that
loom ahead. Now, don’t get me wrong, the
knees of the new editor aren’t knocking actually. It is just that he feels so unconscionably

sorry for the rest of the student body who are

to be inflicted with his philosophies and
idiosyncrasies for the next eight long months.
But I suppose that is just another one of the
sordid facts of life.
At any rate, you who are about to suffer may
as well know what the program is to include, if
for no other reason than that you will then be
better able to cope with it.
From this date forward, the EXPONENT
aims always for balance—though we cannot

“create” an interested reading public, we will

publish an interesting magazine, with universal

appeal. The universe to which we shall appeal

is that of the college man and woman; what
you want (or at least what we think you should
have!) you shall have. This magazine will try,

at least, to print only that in which people of

our age would be interested. And, contrary to
popular opinion, I don’t think that such mate-

rial need consist entirely of nursery rhymes
and pointed puns; while college students are

not overly intelligent, they are certainly not
Page twelve

morons. Acting on that assumption, we shall

include in the future bill-of-fare such courses
as Foreign and Domestic Politics, Fiction of the
finer sort, Literary criticisms, Essays, and
Plain Darn Foolishness! All in all, I think that
these will find a place in the hearts of all of
you. And they will supply the much-needed
balance. At least, such is our sincere belief.

In the minds of some of you may lurk a

question, concerning last year’s stormy debate
between the EXPONENT editor and another

publication on the campus, with respect to the
relation of their controversy (Student Councils
—to be or not to be) to the editorial policy for
1939-40. Let me assure you that, as far as the
present staff is concerned, that debate is deader
than a pre-historic salamander and just as
likely to find rebirth between the pages of this
magazine as said lizard is of eternal salvation.
The whole matter was thoroughly sifted by

several campus factions last year and, even if

we cared to reopen the discussion, there would
be no need for it. Think not, however, that
every controversy will be shunted off the main
line, in like manner. We do want to fight!—if
the harvest is worth the headache. So, should
there be any among you desirous of enlivening

the routine of academic existence by an engagement in protracted polemics, but speak and we
shall unsheath our steel in the twinkling of an
eye. You must speak, though!

While it is positively silly to mention an already universally-accepted fact, I think you
should be reminded that the editor and the
staff are far from perfection, in fact, they aren’t
even certain, as yet, in which direction that
noble virtue lies. So, if in the course of future
events, you, our critics, discover anything at all

in the EXPONENT that appears widely divergent from your own conception of “the truths
of life,’ please let us know about it. Probably,
we will be in error but, whether or no, the two
of us can at least come to a common understanding. And perhaps then, you may be prevailed upon to judge us as the world does
a baseball ball-player—by his batting average.
For the next eight months, we’re going to be
in here playing ball, rain or shine, and you will
be the scorekeeper. Ready with your bluepencil?

The Passing of a Friend
® Anonymous
man can be had than by a close study of the
organization of that campaign.
First of all, there was planning. The need

was carefully analyzed by Mr. Sherman and his
colleagues at the Standard Register Company
whom he had selected to assist in the work.
Then came long days and nights of preparation
of literature pieces, speeches, etc. At long last
the campaign was declared ready and the opening gun was fired at a general assembly of the
student body in the Auditorium. Never to be
forgotten was that morning when a breathless,
wide-eyed student body looked almost unbelievingly at the complete plan which was destined to revitalize interest in their school and

John Quirk Sherman
1882 - 1939
When John Quirk Sherman was called to his
eternal reward on Thursday, July 27, a sad and

telling blow was delivered to the entire city of
Dayton and particularly to the University of
Dayton. Mr. Sherman had long been keenly
interested in the University and this interest
was climaxed in 1930 when he was appointed
to the Associate Board of Lay Trustees. Mr.
Sherman was president of this group at the

time of his death.
Despite the fact that he was organizer and
driving force behind a great corporation which
required a large amount of his time and energy,

Mr. Sherman was never happier than when he
was dividing this same time and energy with
civic and philanthropic enterprises in the city
of his adoption. For a score or more of years,
his name was linked, nay was synonymous with
civic movement. The Good Samaritan Hospital,
The Dayton Real Estate Board, The Chamber
of Commerce, Our Lady of Mercy Church were
a few of the establishments to which much was

with the ultimate aim of greatly increasing
enrollment. Mayor Brennan proclaimed “Greater University of Dayton Week’”’ and so began
seven days of relentless, feverish activity on

the part of Mr. Sherman. There were speeches
to be made at almost every noontide club in
the city. Every civic organization must be con-

tacted and enlisted in the movement. Beautiful,
colorful literature made its appearance. Everywhere the name and fame of the school was
being sung.
So was the stage set for a recruiting campaign which brought a literal stampede of new
students to the University. The largest enrollment in history! The impetus given that week
still is felt as the enrollment chart slowly but
consistently rises.
Mr. Sherman was instrumental in the ad-

vancement of many other phases of the University. For example, he was an ardent follower of
the Flyer football team and annually purchased

entire blocks of tickets to help along the
athletic program.
There is little more to tell. In fact, were he

given.

here, he would strongly object to this much

In the spring of 1937, his boundless energies
and capabilities were released on the University of Dayton. This took the form of the

he was modest. Suffice it to say, we here at the
University shall miss him mightily. Because of
his having been here, ours is a greater Univer-

having been said, for like all truly great men,

“Greater University of Dayton” campaign. No

sity. We mourn his passing and revere his

better understanding of the nature of Mr. Sher-

name.
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WOMEN’S EDITOR ... Martha Rose Manny

SPEAKING OF WAR
Did I hear someone say that she was bored

great length of time, she may be put on the
battlefield as were the women of the Far East

in Japan’s war on China.

with the hum-drum of life? If you would just
stop groaning long enough to think about it,
you would realize how very well-off you are.

There are thousands of women in Europe who
would be happy to trade the danger and
anxiety of their lives for the peace and security
of yours. Over there no one is safe from modern

You, the American woman, looking at the
state of affairs over there, do you not breath
a silent prayer of thanks that you live in a land
where airplanes bring mail instead of bombs?

warfare and with the new idea of a Blitz-Krieg

WHAT’S NEW

(lightning war) the European woman is forever haunted with the fear, ““‘Where will the
enemy strike next?’ Because of the terrible
uncertainty war-time precautions come into

every phase of her life. It is said that a failing
of the American woman is to dash out to buy a
new hat whenever she is feeling blue. But the
woman abroad cannot escape the thought of
war because for quite some time the best shops
have been displaying gas-proof garments—
heavy head-to-foot affairs which are made of
fireproof cloth. Even handbags and purses,
which we laden with “junk’’ have been designed to accomodate gas masks. So she
doesn’t think much about fashions, because
most of her time is employed in becoming acquainted with her role in this new war. People
of Clara Barton’s time were horrified when she

So yuu are all excited about the new styles
that are being shown in shops this fall, are you?

Well, if you happen to be one of those people
whose grandmother saved her old clothes you

should be a particularly well-dressed young
lady. The chances are she has packed away
someplace a dress with yards of material in the
skirt to give it back fullness and all the padding

needed for the proper bustle effect. Of course
the cloth is probably ready to fall apart after
all these years, but you would be right in style
if these old clothes were wearable. They say
that history repeats itself. So do styles. It has
been found that there have been three cycles
which are determined by the silhouette which
is predominent at a particular period. These

went on the battlefield to take care of the

cycles reoccur at various times. Today we seem

wounded, but today nursing is only a minor

to be going into the third back-fullness cycle.

part of what woman does. If she can drive, she
is taught to handle heavy trucks; she is taken
into steel mills and munition factories; she is

shown how to work huge derricks and cranes

It is surprising how interesting it is to delve

into the history of different fashions that are
being shown. Some styles were established by

on ship docks. But because of the danger of air
raids and the fires which result, her most important role is that of fireman. To carry things

the prominent people of the day for the pur-

even further, if this war should continue for a

put into use
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pose of hiding some physical defect. Often a
reigning queen introduced a feature which was
by all

of her followers.

Marie

Antoinette was the first to wear feathers in

her hair for evening functions. Other fashions

must have a hat to perch precariously over one
eye. We must totter around in high-heeled

have been created to denote age. For example,
the snood, adapted in Queen Elizabeth’s time

to readopt the hour-glass figure!

from the French, was worn by young unmarried
girls. And plaids! They are history in themselves. Around what they stand for, the entire

shoes. And horror of horrors, she now wants us

story of Scotland is written. We have adopted
not only the material design, but we have also

OBSERVATIONS FOR OCTOBER

taken the idea of their kilt in our short skirt.

Something should be done. Every year the
same thing happens, and we do nothing to
remedy it. So once again we have a large crop
of new co-eds, and the upperclass women do
not know them. What’s more, they don’t know
each other any more than they know us. The
solution seems to be to schedule a meeting in
which each would be introduced. In the past

Add the high socks to such an outfit and, hoot
mon, you are in the height of fashion. Even our
not-too-short skirts have historical background.
The World War nurses began to raise the
hemlines of their uniforms not only for comfort’s sake but also for the sake of sanitation.
Following suit the rest of the women gladly
did away with the cumbersome trailing skirt.
Now after proving that many of the current
fads aren’t new, comes the final blow. One of
our leading fashion magazines listed the porkpie hat as the latest fashion for sports wear,
but a version of it was the rage in England
during the early part of the nineteenth century.
Yes, Dame Fashion is fickle. She never has
been able to make up her mind and it appears
as though she never will. Just look at what she
is doing to our generation. One moment she
garbs us in a brief skirt and a baggy looking
job which appears to be a potato sack, but is

known as a Sloppy Joe, and is classified as a
sweater. With this we wear a pair of disreputable though comfortable shoes, and on our

head a kerchief. Then after giving us a very
satisfying idea of what it is like to be at ease
in one’s clothes she decides that we simply

attempts have been made to get the girls together, but somehow it was always the same
girls who attended. Then, too, at these affairs
various groups of friends stayed together and
did not become acquainted with the new people.
We know, because we did it ourselves. We
realize now we were wrong. This year can’t we
be different? It is up to you for you are the
ones who must come when a meeting is called.
How about it?
Even if we do not know the girls as yet we
have found out one thing about the freshman

boys. They have plenty of that thing called
oomph! We noted this in town the night of Cap
Crowning. The proposals they made to our fair
co-eds would have put our movie heroes to
shame. The girls were too astonished by the
flowery words to answer, but if the gentlemen
would kindly come around again the story

might be different.
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(Continued from page eleven)

all morning . . . In the middle of it all, Joe

Reach camp site at 2 P. M... Pitch tents...

O. U. boys began a

Entertainment at camp fire gathering .. . sing-

mud fight . . . Hill, because of old memories,
couldn’t refrain from joining.
Fri., July 21.
Had a regular war game scheduled for today
... We all have our fingers crossed hoping to
get one of the gold bricking jobs as the enemy’s
flanks (Stephen Fetchit Scharf) got it... Got
20 rounds of blank ammunition... get rid of it
... rifles are harder to clean with blank ammunition ... We (the red army) won the battle
... Returned to camp in time for noon mess...
the war continued in the afternoon.

ing groups organized beneath a full moon...
taps...sleep? ... Man, that ground feels hard
D—n that hill under my backbone . . . those
mosquitoes ... Ouch!

Thomas and a gang of

Sat., July 22.

Wed., July 26.
The bugle at five .. . Peculiar positions the
boys stand in this morning... Tents struck...

Break camp...A lot of fun spoiled by a heavy
downpour... doesn’t bother us... spells end
of camp ... met by 10th infantry band...

Fink corporal of the guard . .. Wakes Tony
who has fallen asleep in one of the trucks he
was guarding.

“Goldbrick” Hill got CQ today ... but to his
chagrin was given a relief and told to lead the

platoon in the “school of the platoon” .
Kerezi takes his cot out to lay in sun.
Sun., July 23.

Thurs., July 27.
Morning spent in going through new platoon
drill... Turn in everything... loaf... Hold
bull session and thresh over everything we’ve
gone through.

Were stood up by those gals at Crystal Lake
. remember? ... Fink failed to make the
proper impression ... No supper... began
walking back ...a nice five mile hike... Hill
and Fink get ride ... Humm and Meli put in

Fri., July 28.
Final parade ... Entire regiment ... Reviewed by General Chappie on Fort Knox
parade grounds... Wonderful sight.

some practice for the overnight hike.
Tues., July 25.
Start long trek at 7 A. M. (Full packs)...

Sat., July 29.
Up at 4... Turn in fatigues... Get paid at
8 ...outin a few minutes... Camp is over.

THE THOUGHT OF THEE
The thought of thee is like a cloud

That o’er my life its shadow throws.
And lowly bends my spirit proud,
Like tender sprigs “neath heavy snows.
The thought of thee is like a stone
That bruises this sad heart of mine;
Yet let me not so much as moan—
To fate myself I here resign.

The thought of thee, the thought of thee,
It haunts me through the day and night!
My peace of soul it takes from me,
And darkness reigns where once was light.

Ah, cruel is the thought of thee
To darken thus my hopeful days!
Ah, cruel is the thought of thee
To sadden thus my youthful lays!
—E. A. N.
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Girls Rush In
® By Jeanne McLaughlin

A girl named Jeanne wrote this love
story but Inspiration added the title. In
the words of the authoress, “there is no
connection at all between the title and
the story but I was inspired . . . don’t
blame me!” Which goes to prove the
innate modesty of all great authors—
and authoresses.

G+. did I ever tell you how Sam met
Lil?
&

+

*

It was back in 1927 when Lil was a pert
twenty years old. Of course the styles were a
bit queer then, but Lil didn’t have that funny
flapper touch that most girls had then—she
was too sincerely lovely for that. On this particular day Lil was at home alone. She was
stretched out on the hammock in the back
yard, lazily paging through a magazine when
the telephone rang, and she reluctantly rose
from her luxury to answer it.

could tell—these college friends of Jack were
sometimes pretty wonderful people, and first
impressions were important. She was surprised
when the bell rang. That fellow certainly didn’t
waste any time going places!
Lil went to the door, opened it, and said to
the man standing there, ‘“‘Well, you surely made
that in a hurry! Won’t you come in and wait?”

But the man only looked rather surprised and
started to protest. Lil didn’t let him get far before she broke in with, ‘‘Oh, come on in!” and
she held open the door. He shrugged his shoulders and walked in, putting his valise with a

big ‘‘Paducah”’ sticker in the hall.
“Why, Jack has a sticker just like that one
on his suitcase, too—in fact his suitcase is a
lot like that!’’ Lil exclaimed when she saw the
valise. He started to say something and she
quickly added, ‘‘But I didn’t mean to hint that
yours was just like his, or anything, you know!
Wouldn’t that be funny? By the way, I’m Jack’s

“Hello?”
“Hello. Is Jack Martin there?” It was a man’s
voice.

sister, Lil. You didn’t tell me your name over
the phone.”
“It’s Sam Ballman, but I...er...”

“Why no, he’s playing golf right now. He’ll
be back ina little while, though.” Jack was Lil’s
older brother.

“How do you do, Sam! Tell me—how is dear
old Paducah coming along?”

“Oh, I see.” The voice pondered. “Well, I’m

“Why, I guess it’s all right. You see, I... er
ia WelL
QE ot

one of Jack’s friends from Paducah U., and I’d
like to see him while I’m in town. I’ll tell you
what—would it be all right if I come out and

wait for him? I’m at the depot now, and my
train doesn’t leave for over an hour. Will that

be O. K.?”
“OH, I’m sure he’d want you to. I’d come
down to get you, only the car isn’t home.”

“That’s O. K. I can find it—I have the address. Well, goo’bye!”
sé *Bye

studying him. He seemed to be an exceptionally
shy person—afraid even to talk. Still, she didn’t
find him uninteresting, not at all. Instead, she

7;

definitely liked him. It puzzled her greatly,

Lil went to powder her nose and change to a
dress that was

Lil began to talk in an effort to set him at
ease. He kept trying to say something that
was evidently bothering him, but each time he
began, he would fumble for words, and Lil, in
her effort to save him embarrassment, would
break in and change the subject. The talked
of the weather, of Jack, of sports, of the dog
next door—anything she could think of to
keep Sam interested, and all the while she was

more becoming.

You

never

though when time after time he made as if to

go, and she almost had to argue with him that

he “simply must stay till Jack comes home.”
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They had been sitting for perhaps ten minutes
—with Lil doing all the talking—when Lil’s
father came into the room. Lil introduced Sam
as one of Jack’s friends from Paducah U., who
was in town for just an hour, and was waiting
for Jack to come home from golfing. For the
first time, Sam’s eyes lost their look of puzzlement, and he seemed to be more at ease. Mr.
Martin genially asked Sam to “take off your
coat and be comfortable. I know how it is—l
was young myself once. I guess Jack ought to
be home pretty soon now. You just sit tight
now, and wait for him. And now, if you’ll
excuse me, I’ve got a lot of things to see to.”
When they were alone again, Sam relaxed
and began to lead the conversation. It was an

abrupt

about-face.

He

told

Lil

stories

of

Paducah that she had never heard before; he

talked of his home town; of himself, his ambitions, and he asked her questions about herself. Lil was fascinated. Why, when you came
to know him he wasn’t shy at all, nor by any
means afraid to talk—he was genuinely entertaining. For an hour, Lil was frankly spellbound, and found herself wishing that he lived
here in town—she’d have liked to see more of

him. But it worried her that he should twice
make vague excuses to go, and she had to insist
that Jack would never forgive him if he went

_ before they saw each other.
The front door slammed, and Jack walked in.
When he saw Sam, he swung down his golf-bag,

“Oh, didn’t you know? He’s going home to
Sandersville.”

“Going home to Sandersville? Say, what kind
of bull has he been tossing around here? He

doesn’t live a mile away. I don’t get it.”
“You mean he lives here? Why, Jack, he
told me...” Her mouth dropped as things
began to piece themselves together. “Oh, Jack
—TI thought he was a fellow from Paducah who
called up and said he wanted to see you. And
I practically made him stay, and I—Oh, Jack,
I’m so ashamed!” And she buried her face in

her hands.
But Jack only leaned back in his chair and
laughed at her. Then he said “Lil, you shouldn’t
feel so bad—it’s his fault, too. Even more his

fault than yours. He let you think he was the
fellow you talked to over the phone. Shucks,
brace up, Lil.”

“That’s so. He did, didn’t he? It was a mean
trick. But Jack, he had a suitcase, and it all
sounded so real—those stories of Paducah and
Sandersville...”
“Paducah? He never even so much as saw
the place. And personally I think he made up
the little town of Sandersville. As for that suit-

case—it’s mine. He borrowed it for a trip out
West this summer when his kid brother cut
holes in his own.”’

and they shook hands. ‘‘Well, Sam! How are

you, fellow! And how was your trip?”
“‘Aw, it was choice! Never had a better time
in my life! I’ll tell you all about it some time,
Jack. But I’ll really have to go now—lI didn’t

expect to stay nearly so long. Your sister and I
have been chewing the rag for an hour. Well,
thanks loads, Jack, for you know what, and I
hope I’ll see a lot more of you, Lil. So-long!”
Sam smiled and winked at Lil (who was thereby properly pleased) as he literally raced away.

Lil bit her lip. “Oh, that... that...creature!
I’ll never speak to him again as long as I live.”
She broke down and sobbed in an agony of

shame and anger. Suddenly she jerked up and
gasped, ‘“‘O-o-o-oh!”
“Now what?”
“What about the fellow that called up?”

scratching his head. ‘‘Well, Pll be a... Say,
what bit him? Do I look like I’ve got measles
or something?”

“Oh, you mean Jim Bowan. I ran into him
down town when I stopped to get some cigarettes. He was having a heck of a time finding
this place—he always was a sort of absentminded guy. He got lost a couple of times, and

Lil shook her head. ‘“‘He does seem sort of

when I found him, he was looking for the
depot—his train was leaving in twenty minutes,

Jack stood at the door for a moment

queer at times, doesn’t he? But he probably
had to catch his train, you know.”’
“Train? What for?’’
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and he didn’t know where it was. I took him to
the station and we talked a while. So don’t
worry your little head about him.”

For about three weeks Lil was true to her

word, and wouldn’t speak to Sam. But it
couldn’t last long, because Sam came over to
“see Jack’”’ almost every day, and Jack helped

the doorbell rang. Lil answered it, and it was
Sam. She held open the door without a word,
and he came in. Jack and Janey immediately
pounced on him and demanded that he be the
fourth bridge hand. But Sam didn’t say a thing

him along by tipping him off about when Lil
would be around. All this time Lil was aching
to break down and be friends with him, but her

—he just looked at Lil. Lil hesitated and
dropped her eyes. Then she looked up at him

wounded pride held her back.

and softly said, “Please do, won’t you Sam?”
*

*

cd

Finally one day it happened. Jack, Lil, and

How do I know the story? Why, my Uncle

their younger sister, Janey, were playing threehanded bridge, and wishing for a fourth, when

Sam told me. He’s been my uncle now for over

ten years—ever since he married my Aunt Lil.

LIFE
To those who regard life with levity,
Life is but a song. For a time they please their
senses
As they dance to their tune of folly along a
path of insecurity.

They prematurely waste the welcome of life’s
destiny.
And when their song is o’er, it dies away

Without an echo, and leaves them
Groping in their self-made oblivion.
To those who in life have suffered
Hither pain or sorrow, life is hard reality;
And they in their futile attempts to soften

Resort to a queer defense .. . bitterness.
The dream castles are but a fantasy of the
mind,
And their constant fear of present and future
Is but a prelude to disappointment and despair.
—MICHAEL KEREZI.
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POTPOURRI
BIG TIME JOE
All his life, Joe Delancey had desired to be

with a ball club. Oh sure! he played sandlot
ball with the ‘kids’ around his neighborhood

—but that wasn’t his ultimate aim—‘“‘Hell no,”
Joe would say, “I want to get into the big show.”
That was back in ’35—the year that the young

significant downtown papers, carried articles
on the acquisition of a valuable young fellow
by the name of Joe Delancey.

For the first year, this ambitious young man
tried hard to please all his associates in an effor to climb to the height of success. After the
second year with the same club, Joe was getting

aspirant’s hopes began to blossom forth.

a little discouraged, but still he kept up his
gallant bid for fame.

Througha little pull, Joe signed up with a
small club in Podunk. How’s that? How did
he get in? Well, he knew a kid, who had a
brother, who went with a girl, who worked at
the ball park. Anyway, Joe was signed, and
believe me, he took part in every game. He was

No sir, Joe never will forget that date for it
was on that day that Joe’s services were sold
to the Cincinnati Reds—and they were pennant

a great favorite among the players and instilled
a lot of confidence in them. Well, as luck would
have it, Podunk put on a winning streak, after
he had joined the club in late August, and

finally stumbled through with the pennant.
When the scribes interviewed the Manager
about the sensational comeback to snatch the

crown, all he could mention was praise for one
member of his band of baggy bushleaguers.

Little Joe! Gosh! In just one short month J. D.
had acquired a great deal of his much sought

for fame. ‘‘Wonder what they think of me back
in Dayton now?” thought Joe as the season
ended and he returned to school to further his
education during the winter months.
He hadn’t long to wait for his answer, for
the curtain-raiser of the ’36 baseball season
found Joe back in his old home town—with
the Dayton Ducks. The Manager of this fast

ball club, Ducky Wucky, or Sherlock Holmes
(if there is any similarity between these names
and the name of the former Manager of the
Ducks, it is not purely coincidental), had
noticed the record of the Podunk Polecats and

observed that it did not smell so badly after Joe
had joined the club—so-o-0-0-o—straight-way
he asked J. D. to join his roster. Naturally he

did, and soon became as popular in the “Air
City” as he was in the “Stick City.’”’ The Sport
Pages of the U. D. News, and a couple of less
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Finally, the break came! September 25, 1939.

contenders.

“This break was worth waiting

for,’’ said Joe as he bid farewell to his friends
and entrained for Cincy. When he reached his
destination, J. D.’s head was still in a whirl,
trying to figure out how he was lucky enough
to take that fellow’s place, who had unfor-

tunately broken his leg. Oh well—it was still
true—why worry about the sordid details.
It was only about two hours before game
time as Joe hit town, so he decided to “ankle”
on out to the ball park and come to terms with
Bill McKechnie. Joe walked boldly up to the
Players Entrance and crossed the threshold.
There in the center of the locker room was
Wily Will with the nine regulars gathered
about him, giving last minute instructions.
(Pushing Craft and Meyers aside he faced
Manager Bill and loudly proclaimed, “Bill, I’m
Delancey, Joe Delancey, formerly of the Dayton Ducks.’’)
A pleased expression came over McKechnie’s

face as he held out his hand and said, “Glad to
see you, Joe. I don’t know how we could have

gotten through this game today without you.”
“IT know,” said Joe modestly, “and it was
tough for that fellow to break his leg, but you
won’t be sorry you signed me, Bill, ’cause with
all my experience I’ve become a mighty good

bat boy. And Bill wasn’t.
—JAMES F. WINTER.

GETTING ACQUAINTED

name of their native state until they become

better acquainted. Fellows from Ohio, in this
category, are usually called by the name of
their city or home town.
Of course, there are certain universal names
that are used as the situation demands, for example, “‘Red,”’ “Butch” and “Dave.” Then too,
some names are juust naturally easy to remember, such as Ching, Chang, Smith, and Jones.

Has it ever occurred to you just how all the
fellows at school get to know each other? With
the annual influx of newcomers into the halls
arises the problem of getting acquainted, but
the problem is generally solved in a relatively
short space of time. You may be inclined to

believe that this is just a mere matter of chance,
and that it is accomplished in haphazard
fashion. That is not the truth, however, for if
you look into the matter carefully, you will
find that the technique of getting acquainted

follows certain definite lines. Every year, certain methods, which have become almost tradi-

tional, are followed in making acquaintances.
First of all, there is the meeting with one’s
room-mate; self-introduction is in order in this
case, when “‘Roomey” and “Matey” meet for
the first time. If the room-mate has friends
from the old home town who also started at
U. D., they will probably be the next fellows
you will meet. You receive a semi-final introduction to them when they come in for the first
“bull-session.”” You will, no doubt, address
these fellows by their first name in subsequent
meetings.
You step out into the hall, and see someone
with a dazed look on his face. You begin to
talk with him, ask his name, and find out
where he’s from. His name is rather complicated and hard to remember, but he hails from
Kentucky, so ever after, when you see him
you address him as “Kentuck.” It’s much
easier to connect the name of a state with a
person than it is to connect his own name with
him, especially when a southern drawl and

sunny smile betray his home address. Many
fellows from outside Ohio are called by the

Formal introductions are few and far between. Many introductions are indirect, for
instance you may see, passing by, someone
whose face is familiar, but whose name you do
not know: someone in the crowd is sure to
know him, so you ask for his name. Next time
you meet this fellow you greet him by name;
he does the same, having learned your name
through a like process. There are some fellows
whose name you will not know even by the end
of the year, yet you feel as though they are
old friends of yours through your having seen
them day after day.
The football players are soon known, by
virtue of their position, to everyone in the

school. Students prominent in other athletics,
and extra-curricular activities
known to all the students.

soon

become

Pep rallies, downtown-parades, dances, bonfires, and similar activities are an important
factor in causing the students to mingle and
become acquainted with one another. Football
games away from home havea similar effect,
especially when the students travel to the game

on a special train. It is here that the comradeship of the students is especially manifest. Perhaps the biggest factor in acquainting the
Freshmen with the Sophomores is the flag rush.
This activity contributes a great amount toward

promoting good fellowship among the members
of the two classes.
The above considerations apply chiefly to
the case of boys meeting boys, as the coeds do
not enter this picture. Just how they get acquainted with the boys is probably their own
trade secret, and is definitely beyond the scope
of this article.

—MARK E. LITTEKEN.
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Book Reviews
journalist; and today, after more than half a
century, he still practices all three. It is probably as professor of literature at Yale that Billy

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
William Lyon Phelps, Ph.D.

Phelps achieved his lasting bid for fame. Defying the standing tradition of college professors at the time, he really made literature inter-

(Oxford University Press)

How can the life of a literary man be inter-

esting for the students. Revolutionary indeed

esting? In his Autobiography Dr. Phelps offers
the convincing answer, the record of an intensely interesting life, rich with the adventure
of more than the Scriptural ‘‘three score and
ten” years. This precious volume, coursing with

was this move, for Dr. Phelps comments on a
young Latin professor upon whom the older
faculty members looked with suspicion: ‘He
made Latin interesting; and they got rid of
him.”

exist-

The Autobiography shows that a literary
life blends graciously with other interests; cross
country champ as a Senior at Yale, Billy yielded his love for baseball and tennis in later
years to the milder forms of golf and billards.
The theatre is high in his estimate of worthwhile entertainment, and the last decades of

the life-blood of a master spirit, is the lasting
evidence that “ordinary circumscribed
ence can be exciting.”

If great books are men of higher stature, Dr.
Phelps has created a fine book by this vivid portrayal of his years of experience. As he delves
into his treasure trove of memories, stored
away in silent splendor, he takes each one carefully in hand, brushing away the dust with
which time has clothed it; each one he turns
over and over, in the dreamy light of reminiscence, lingering on some memories, passing

hurriedly over others.
Billy Phelps, as he is known to the world,
is different from the ordinary run of humans;
the majority of persons do not so consciously
enjoy life while they still have it. Like Chesterton, Billy considers that in maturity the most
important emotion to preserve is “the enjoyment of enjoyment.”’ Begrudging the time spent
in sleeping, he lives every day as if it is the first

day he has ever seen and the last he is going
to see—some people call it ‘getting the most
out of life.”

his life feature more extensively the quieter art
of conversation with the masters of modern art
and literature.
A gloomy man? Hardly! Looking back over
the past he relates a narrow escape of his from
instant death between two express trains;
Billy’s only comment is: “That was fifty years
ago. I should have missed a great deal.”’ For
him, as for Chesterton, ““memory is a sun-dial
that marks only the sunny hours.” The scattered episodes of his life are interspersed with
such entertaining by-play as his “Interlude on
Cats” and “Hic et Ubique,” the latter consisting
of a conglomeration of assorted jokes and afterdinner stories, everything from napkin to fingerbowl.
His years as university professor have given

A full life, to be suure: born at New Haven,

Connecticut, in 1865, he began his life in the

Dr. Phelps a broad outlook on life; intimate
relations with the “‘greats’” of some five or six
decades have produced the delicate pen-por-

public eye by preaching Sunday sermons to the
family circle at the age of eight. On graduating
from Yale in 1887 he found three professions

traits of such personages as Galsworthy, San-

open

Wills Moody,

and

desirable:
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teacher,

preacher,

and

tayana, Joseph Conrad, Gene Tunney, Helen
and others in varied fields of

achievement. In forty years of teaching undergraduates at Yale he has won the love of

Father Bussard surpasses his previous works
on the Mass. He offers us a treatise on the Holy

thousands of Americans whom he has inspired
with a real interest in literature. He can look
among his ornaments to such outstanding men
as Sinclair Lewis and Thornton Wilder, plus a
host of others in varied careers.

Sacricice that is complete without being too
technical. It is in the form of a running com-

With keen enjoyment Billy reviews a life
crowded with interest. As a young student,
nursing a grudge against mathematics, he re-

mentary on the Roman Missal. The style is
smooth, the diction clear and select, unincumbered by weighty theological arguments and
vague laborious discussions.
Father Bussard
gives the profound doctrine of the mysterium
fidei, the air of twentieth century brevity, clarity and simplicity.

calls that on learning of the passing of the
geometry text’s author, his reaction was the
simple inscription on the title page, “Thank
God, he’s dead.”’ Years later, Dr. Phelps rates.
the choice compliment of being judged ‘‘the
only man on the University faculty who could

have passed the entrance exams to Yale.”
Having known so many generations of college men, Dr. Phelps is well qualified to
philosophize in cheerful strain that after all,
we modern youth are no worse than his own
breed: with little respect for scholarship, innocent of culture, knowing nothing of good music
or art. And look at Billy today! Have we not
great expectations?

If you join his company, Father Bussard will
guide you on a rapid survey of the Holy Sacrifice. He is a clever guide and competent. From

the foot of the altar to the priest’s withdrawal
from the sanctuary, he centers your gaze on
the changing aspects of the Mass, commenting
on the ceremonies, their origin and present-day
development, their meaning and purpose, keeping always in sight the background of the Mass,
the liturgy. Your guide artfully unravels the
tangled proofs of theology. He deftly shoulders
aside the boulders of spiritual controversy,
and illuminating the doctrinal concepts.
When you pause mid-way to take a panoramic view of the field already surveyed, you

museum

can’t help taking cognizance of the dominant

bound in cloth, a brilliant collection of interesting and amusing items. We can pass at our
leisure from object to object, lingeringly or

note, the pervading spirit, Prayer, which, “‘like
a rainbow begins on earth and reaches to
heaven giving glory to God in the highest; then,
like the rainbow, turns downward again bringing peace to men of good will.” Your guide then

Dr.

Phelps’ Autobiography is a

hastily—but the experience of at least a casual
acquaintance with so rich a life is well worth
our while.

—JOSEPH H. ZEINZ.

surveys with you the Mass proper, stressing
the essential idea, Sacrifice, a personal sacrifice-oblation, wherein you give your all to God
and—He, in return, bestows upon you His own
Divine Son in the sacrifice-banquet. You com-

THE SACRIFICE

plete the survey with this thought vividly impressed upon your mind. The Mass is a prayer,
a public prayer, with priest and faithful offer-

By Pauul Bussard
(The Leaflet Missal)

ing the sacrifice of themselves, in union with

Some books are printed to be thrown in the
trash can. Others are printed to make library
shelves more bulky and impressive looking.
While still others are printed to be read, assimilated, and then passed on to other readers.
The Sacrifice by Father Paul Bussard is such
a book.

the sacrifice of Jesus Christ, to the Heavenly
Father.
The Sacrifice has been acclaimed “the best
achievement of American spiritual writing,”
and ‘‘a real contribution to Catholic education.”

It is an inestimable aid for better understanding
and

If you are searching for spiritual reading

participation

at the celebration of the

Holy Sacrifice of the Mass.

that grips the attention, adds to your devotion,

and

clarifies

Sacrifice.

a

fatigued

brain,

read

The

—PAUL NOVOSAL.
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HOLLENKAMP

FU 6232

TA 3672

Established Since 1885

(MIKE)

Brown at Hickory Street

Hauer’s Music House

Famous Old ALES—BEER

HOLTON - SELMER - ROSATI LEEDY INSTRUMENTS

SODA POP—ROOT BEER—GINGER ALE
Telephone ADams 6224

Music Studios

HOLLENCAMP

34 EAST FIRST STREET

Fs

ARCHIE SHERER COMPANY
OFFICE FURNITURE — WOOD AND STEEL SAFES

Compliments
of

STEEL SHELVING — LOCKERS
Visible Systems and Filing Supplies
342 SOUTH MAIN STREET

A Friend

Phone FUlton 5371
sa

“ALL YE WHO ENTER HERE...”
Along about this time, we old graybeards on
the campus seem to awaken to the fact that
somebody should be advised, that is, somebody
else, not us! And of course, since all the juniors
and sophomores (having long ago seen through
us) reward our rantings with amused tolerance, if not outright laughter, there seems to be
no other course left than that followed by

seniors for quite a few centuries. We’ll just
have to advise the freshmen—of both sexes.
Now, my children, these are the words of
those who are about to leave to all you who

]

enter here for the first time. Collectively we
say, ‘“Be Yourself.” It’s all right for you boys
to put bear-grease on your hair, but don’t
plaster down your personality. And no one
will object to you girls wearing “Jungle Red’”’
nail polish as long as you keep it out of your

eyes. Be yourself and be important. Do something that means something.

Shake well and try a few teaspoonsfull and
you’ll begin to understand how unbeatable college life can be. And you’ll know what is meant
when we say, ““We wish to high heaven that
you were the seniors and we the freshmen!”’

&

7

October 28, 1939

Student Migration Trip
To Ohio University
via Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

Round Trip $3.15
Leave Dayton 8:30 A. M.—Arrive Athens 12 Noon

\.
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Leave Athens 7:30 P. M.—Arrive Dayton 11 P. M.
aa

RODERER’S
Suggest this new
antique finish
Shoe for Dress
or Military

$3.95
807 Brown
Street
Open evenings
till eight

Greatest Name In
Refrigeration
In addition to the world-famous
Frigidaire Household Refrigerator
with the Meter-Miser, the Frigidaire Division of General Motors
also manufactures Electric Ranges,

Long distance telephone talks
with friends and relatives

keep you informed on happenings back home. For lowest
rates, phone after 7 o’clock
any evening or any time on

Sunday. It’s quick and easy.

Electric Water Heaters; a complete line of office and industrial
water coolers; commercial refrigeration equipment for stores, hotels,
hospitals, taverns, markets, restaurants, florists, etc.; ice cream cabi-

nets, milk coolers, beverage coolers,
frosted food merchandisers; portable air conditioners, and equipment for air conditioning any size

space from a single room to an
entire building. Every Frigidaire
product is outstanding for economical performance and quality
construction.

See Your Nearest Frigidaire
Dealer

It costs little. For example:

De
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DR. LEON DEGER, ’10

These are night and Sunday rates for

Fidelity Building

3-minute Station-to-Station calls.

Dayton, Ohio

THE OHIO BELL

ae

ae

TELEPHONE CO.

—_

FORA REAL MILDNESS

Witte a
Yes Sir-e-e! Chesterfields take

the lead for mildness ... they take the lead
for better taste. With their right combination
of the World’s best cigarette tobaccos they give
millions more smoking pleasure.

... watch the change to Chesterfield
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